SPECIALTY EQUIPMENT

SPREADER SPRAYER / POWER BROOM / CHIPPER

HIGH PRODUCTIVITY WITH SUPERIOR PRECISION

STAND-ON SPREADER SPRAYER

Treating turf can be a big job. Toro’s stand-on spreader sprayer makes that job a whole lot easier. It’s the
industry’s most innovative product of its kind, featuring Lean To Steer technology so you can control the
machine with one hand and have one hand free to make adjustments to the spreader or sprayer using the
intuitive control panel. With fast forward speeds of up to 8.9 km/h, a large 79.4 kg. hopper and a 75.7 litre
spray tank, you can count on spending less time refilling and more time covering ground.

SPECIFICATIONS

Stand-On Spreader Sprayer (34215)
Engine
Spray Capacity
Spray Width
Ground Speed
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9 HP Subaru EX27
75.7 litres
3.4 m Wide / 1.5 m Narrow
8.9 km/h

KEY FEATURES

Lean to Steer Technology
This innovative steering system lets
the operator control forward/reverse
and left/right steering with one hand,
leaving one hand free at all times for
adjustments on the fly. This allows for
excellent convenience, control, and
maneuverability.

Easy-To-Use Controls
The easy-to-operate control panel
allows the operator to conveniently
make adjustments to spread and
spray settings. Featuring Toro’s
Learn to Steer technology, these
adjustments can be made on the fly
at any time during operation because
one hand is always free.

Operator Comfort
The large stainless steel operator
platform, isolation mounts and the
ergonomic padded knee bolster allow
for a more comfortable ride and
reduced operator fatigue.

Large Capacity
From the 75.7 litre spray tank and 79.4 kg
hopper capacity to the 6 litre fuel tank,
Toro’s Stand-On Spreader Sprayer is
designed to maximize ground coverage
and reduce re-fill stops- more time spent
getting the job done and less down time.
This results in increased productivity and
outstanding efficiency.

Compact Design
The compact design allows for
exceptional maneuverability in tight
spaces, including fitting through 90 cm
gates, so spraying and spreading is
possible in any area.

Hand-held Spray Wand
The hand-held spray wand comes
standard for spot spraying to ensure
you’re covering the whole job, no matter
how difficult to reach.

Spray Tank Agitation System
Two agitation nozzles in the spray tank
can be turned on and off on demand from
the operator panel to keep material in the
tank circulating for even distribution and
reduced clogging.
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EFFORTLESS MANEUVERABILITY

POWER BROOM

The Toro Power Broom is a multi-purpose broom with applications for every season. From brushing away
snow to clearing debris and dethatching grass, this broom has landscape contractors needs covered yearround. Its innovative features allow for the high performance and ease of use that you expect from Toro.

SPECIFICATIONS

Power Broom (38700)
Engine
Broom Diameter
Drive Tyres
Broom Speed
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208cc Kohler Command Pro
Multi Season
63.5 cm
31 cm x 12.7 cm
200 RPM

KEY FEATURES

Integrated Tie-Down Points
Four integrated tie-down points
are built right into the frame of the
machine so you can secure quickly and
transport safely.

Variable Speed
With 6 forward and 2 reverse speeds
and shift-on-the-fly transmission,
our variable speed technology allows
you to walk at your own pace with no
effort.

Pin Height of Brush System
Eliminate brush wear and surface
damage. Our unique pin height-ofbrush system allows for precision
height adjustment up to 3 mm
increments. No more tricky screws and
time wasted leveling.

Durable Construction
Toro’s Power Broom is built to last. Its
robust frame is specially constructed
for ultimate strength and durability. The
reinforced handle bars and heavy-duty
gearbox stand up to years of the toughest
conditions.

Power Steering
Turn on a dime! Wheels can be
disengaged independently or
simultaneously with trigger controls making turning, reversing and steering
easy for anyone.

Independent Control Levers
Control levers for broom engagement
and ground drive allows you to disengage
and engage the broom at any point while
you’re driving.

Broom Angle Adjustment
An easy to use thumb latch lets you
change the angle of your broom by 20
degrees in either direction, allowing you
to sweep the snow away from your path
and where you want it.

Kohler 208cc Command Pro
Multi Season Engine
This multi-season engine features a fourstage cyclonic air filtration system that
keeps debris out of the engine. The air
filter cover can easily rotate 180 degrees
to recycle heat when used in the winter.
No engine handles through the seasons
like this one.
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PERFORMANCE FOR EVEN THE TOUGHEST JOBS

BRUSH CUTTER BRC-28

This versatile machine is ideal for the rental and landscape contractor industries, as performance,
durability and usability are key elements in its design. The commercial grade, self-propelled brush cutter
allows operators to level brush, tall weeds, saplings and heavy vegetation with ease. The Toro hydro drive
brush cutter, featuring a pivoting deck, can handle brush up to 1.8 metres tall and saplings up to two
50 mm.

SPECIFICATIONS

BRC-28 (23522)
Engine
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Toro engine

Cutting Height

7.62 cm - 1.9 cm

Fuel Capacity

3.8 litres

Deck Material

50 ksi high strength steel Pivoting
+/- 10 degrees w/ spring return

KEY FEATURES

Powerful Engine

Simple Controls

The Toro story started over a century
ago producing engines. Today they
are built for longevity and raw power,
matched perfectly to maximize
performance of the product they
control.

Easily maneuver this powerful machine
in both forward and reverse with the
one-hand control feature. These intuitive
traction controls ensure both professional
and novice operators alike will be able to
master.

Aggressive Tread Tyres

Pivoting Deck

These sealant-filled tyres provide
effective traction over obstacles and
difficult terrain including: slopes,
ditches or culverts.

The pivoting deck with a spring return
has the flexibility of +/- 10 degrees
making for easy maneuvering over
uneven terrain.
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CONSISTENT CORE DEPTH AND QUALITY

STAND-ON AERATOR SERIES

The 30” stand-on model boasts a powerful Kawasaki V-Twin engine with integrated hydraulics that follow
the contours of the ground to pull even plugs over hills and soft ground. It applies up to 544 kg of down
pressure on the tines to pull up to 12.7 cm cores, and operators can finely tune the hydraulic system to
pull any length of plug on the fly. Electronic foot pedal controls also allow the operator to raise and lower
the tines instantly for quick zero-turn maneuvers without taking their hands off the controls. In addition,
the floating operator platform isolates the operator from vibrations for an exceptionally smooth ride.

SPECIFICATIONS

30” Stand-On Aerator (29519)
Engine
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Kawasaki FS481V V-Twin

Aerating Depth

Up to 5" (12.7 cm)

Aerating Width

30" (76.2 cm)

Ground Speed

7.5 mph (11 km/h) forward

KEY FEATURES

Convenient Service
Engine and other common service
components are easy to access for
quick maintenance.

Comfortable Ride
The platform and cushioned panel help
reduce operator fatigue.

Maneuver in Tight Spaces
The compact design lets you fit
through a standard 91.4 cm gate with
ease.
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WELL BALANCED AND EASY TO OPERATE

STUMP GRINDER

Well balanced, easy-to-operate and simple to maintain, the SGR-13 turns stumps into mulch without
breaking a sweat. With the exclusive cutting wheel with easily replaceable grinder teeth, the SGR-13
offers the smoothest cutting experience of any walk-behind grinder on the market.

SPECIFICATIONS

SGR-13 (22615)
Engine
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Honda GX390

Cutting Wheel

24 cm diameter

Cutting Depth

27.94 cm below grade

Cutting Height

35.56 cm above grade

KEY FEATURES

Rubber Gaskets
Positioned between handle and frame
reduces vibration resulting in less
operator fatigue.

Well-Balanced
Equates to less “muscling” machine while
cutting.

Heavy-Duty Centrifugal Clutch
Durable clutch to handle abuse of
stump impact.

Lift Handles
For easy loading and off-loading.
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POWERFUL, EFFECTIVE & VALUE FOR MONEY

GREENMECH CS100 CHIPPER SERIES

Distributed by

Toro Australia

If ‘on-the-spot’ chipping in confined spaces is what you are looking for then the GreenMech CS100 is the
absolute solution. Designed for the professional landscaper, tree surgeon, jobbing contractor and/or
domestic user who needs to access narrow passages alongside properties, in gardens or hard-to-get-to
sites, the CS100 wood chipper is a mere 760 mm (30 inch) wide. The beauty of this high output machine is
that the operator can take it to the clearance site rather than bring all the material to the machine. The
direct benefit is a greatly reduced job completion time, less labour and more profit potential.

SPECIFICATIONS

Engine
Starter
Mechanism

Fuel Capacity
Blades
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CS100-16

CS100-18

16 hp B&S Vanguard
V-Twin petrol engine

18 hp B&S Vanguard
V-Twin petrol engine

Recoil-start

Electric start

7.5 litres

7.5 litres

2

2

KEY FEATURES

Powerful performance
Choice of 16 hp or 18 hp Briggs &
Stratton Vanguard V-Twin Petrol
engines to handle throughput of up to
100mm cross section of branches and
garden waste materials. Can handle
big jobs in small spaces.

Narrow transport width
An operating width of only 760 mm,
narrow enough to pass through garden
gates or narrow pathways in residential
areas or industrial sites. Lightweight
and manoeuvrable by hand so can reach
difficult places to chip on-the-spot. Can be
transported on the back of a van or with
its own trailer.

100mm chipping capacity
It is very easy to move and handles
waste branches and residue up to
100 mm (4 inch) in diameter.
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SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL

Engine
Fuel Capacity
Working Width
Depth
Width
Height
Length
Weight
Ground Speed
Coverage
(Per Hour)
Hopper Capacity/
Tank Capacity
Tines/Blades/
Broom

STAND-ON SPREADER
SPRAYER 34215

76 CM (30”)
STAND-ON AERATOR
39519

POWER BROOM
38700

Subaru® EX27

Kawasaki® FS541V V-Twin

6 litres (1.59 gallons)

19 litres (5 gallons)

Adjustable 1.2 - 6.7 m (4’ - 22’) Spread
Adjustable 1.5 - 3.4 m (5’ - 11’) Spray
N/A
90 cm (35.5”)
130 cm (51”)
171.5 cm (67.5”)
227 kg (500 lbs)
Up to 8.9 km/h (5.5 mph) fwd
Up to 6.4 km/h ( 4.0 mph) rev

BRUSH CUTTER
23522

STUMP GRINDER
22615

Kohler Command Pro Multi-Season

Toro® 452cc

13 hp (9.7 kW) Honda® GX390

3.8 litres (1 gallon)

3.8 litres (1 gallon)

76 cm (30”)

91 cm (36” )

71 cm (28” )

Up to 12.7 cm (5” )
122 cm (48”)

–
76 cm (30” )

135 cm (53”)
165 cm (65”)
489 kg (1,080 lbs)
Up to 12 km/h (7.5 mph) fwd
Up to 3.5 km/h (2.2 mph) rev

–
105.5 cm (41.5”)
118 cm (46.5”)

107 cm (42” )

104.1 cm (41” )

185 cm (73”)
159 kg (350 lbs)
Up to 9.7 km/h (6.0 mph) fwd
Up to 3.2 km/h (2.0 mph) rev

221 cm (87”)
170 kg (375 lbs)
up to 5.5 km/h (3.4 mph) fwd
up to 3.2 km/h (1.9 mph) rev

185.4 cm (73”)
109 kg (240 lbs)
–

–

2.1 acres

–

–

–

79.4 kg (175 lbs) hopper /
75.7 litres (20 gal)spray tank

–

–

–

–

–

48 tines

18 broom wafers

1 blade

3 Greenteeth Cutting Teeth

Distributed By Toro Australia

MODEL

Engine
Fuel Capacity
Starter
Mechanism
Depth
Width
Height
Length
Weight
Chipping Flywheel
Tonnes per hour
Infeed Chute
Aperture
Infeed Throat Size
Capacity
Discharge Chute
Sound Power LWA
Tines/Blades/
Broom
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3.8 litres (1 gallon)
Depth 27.94 cm (11“) below grade
Height 35.6 cm (14“) above grade
–
73.7 cm (29” )

GreenMech CS100-16

GreenMech CS100-18

16 hp B&S Vanguard
V-Twin petrol engine
7.5 litres

18 hp B&S Vanguard
V-Twin petrol engine
7.5 litres

recoil-start

electric start

N/A
76 cm
146.8 cm
172.5 cm
195 kg
Drum Type
2

N/A
76 cm
146.8 cm
172.5 cm
195 kg
Drum Type
2

600 mm x 450 mm

600 mm x 450 mm

160 mm x 315 mm
100 mm
Adjustable
120 dB(A)

160 mm x 315 mm
100 mm
Adjustable
120 dB(A)

2

2

NOTES
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Your local certified Toro dealer:

FOLLOW US!

facebook.com/toroaus
twitter.com/toroaus
youtube.com/toroaustralia

01032018/IND-C0179
03-2018
Products depicted in this litreature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. We reserve the right
to improve our products and make changes in specifications, designs, and standard equipment without notice and without incurring obligation. The gross horsepower of the engines have been
laboratory rated by the various engine manufacturers. As configured to meet safety, emission and operating requirements, the actual engine horsepower on this class may be significantly lower.
Many of the products you will find in certified Toro dealers’ stores come with a warranty or guarantee from The Toro Company. In addition, our goods come with guarantees that cannot be
excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage.
You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. Full details of your consumer rights
may be found at www.consumerlaw.gov.au
*See your certified Toro dealers for details on all of our warranties.

